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Installation on Naf
• Just tried the installation on NAF. The commands are:

•  git clone -b master https://github.com/eutelescope/ilcinstall (this 

will take a ROOT6 and gcc6.2 version from remote)

•  source /cvmfs/sft.cern.ch/lcg/releases/LCG_94/ROOT/6.14.04/

x86_64-slc6-gcc62-opt/ROOT-env.sh

•  cd iLCInstall

•  ./ilcsoft-install -i releases/release-desynaf-cvmfs.cfg


• The installation should crash at the end because of EUDAQ1, but 
that's not a problem since we don't need it (we need git 2.9 to fix 
it, but I don't think it is worth in your case, since you are using 
EUDAQ2)


• EUTelescope will be installed in the folder /eutel_v02-00-00/
Eutelescope/master. 

https://github.com/eutelescope/ilcinstall


Init Environment
Before starting working, you need to source the environment with the file 
build_env.sh. Modify a couple of things here to make it work smoothly 
(this is stuff that we are fixing now):


1) The MARLIN_DLL variable should look like this:


•  export MARLIN_DLL="/nfs/dust/atlas/user/rossi/InstMaster/
eutel_v02-00-00/Eutelescope/master/lib/libEutelescope.so:
$EUTELESCOPE/lib/libEutelProcessors.so"


• So you need to remove the link to libNativeReader (that's for 
EUDAQ1, that we don't need and most probably it crashed during 
the installation), and the final :$MARLIN_DLL.


2)  source the envrionment:


• cd eutelxxxx/Eutelescope/master; 


• source build_env.sh;



Process Mimosa Data
• Now you are ready to run. Note that for every fresh terminal you need to source again 

the build_env.sh file and setup ROOT6.


• The examples are in the folder jobsub/examples and you are interested is GBL_noDUT, 
which is only telescope. 


• Take the 2018 config file as a starting point. What you need to modify is:

1) BasePath (put the path to the folder you are using to run the example, it doesn't need to 

be in EUTelescope, as soon as you have the steering, config, runlist, and gear files in 
the same folder)


2) NativePath (put the path to the starting LCIO files)

3) MaxRecordNumber (put a very high number, or you would after this number of events)

4) Modify the runlist accordingly. Use the gear file from the example as a starting point. We 

can set it up to do it in a more automatic way if you want.


• Then, to run up to what you need is:

1) jobsub -c configXXX.cfg -csv runlist.csv noisypixel $RunNumber

2) jobsub -c configXXX.cfg -csv runlist.csv clustering $RunNumber

3) jobsub -c configXXX.cfg -csv runlist.csv hitmaker $RunNumber


• And now, in the folder output/lcio you will have a LCIO with the hits!



Q & A
• Which processes does this configuration do?


✓ noisypixel: 


✓ clustering: 


✓ hitmaker:


• Any alignment done here?


• PreAlignment processor is used in ‘hitmaker’ step, which will 
only generate a new gear file after preAlign, no change on hit 
coordinates;


• One can anyway switch it off by comment out this processor 
from the excute level in “noisypixel-tmp.xml”;


